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Well, 2016 has been a mixed bag. John Key quit. We said goodbye to Bowie, 
Prince and Cohen. We said hello to Trump. It was also the year that the 
Danish concept of hygge went global. Still not sure what it is? Read on... 

New Zealander Vanessa Ellingham is a (reluctant) expert.
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THE YEAR OFHygge
Last Christmas holidays I spent 10 days playing 

board games, all in the name of hygge. The  

Danish concept of cosiness has quickly become 

Europe’s latest wellness trend, touted as the reason  

for the Danes’ consistent ranking as the happiest 

people in the world. With bookshops stocking nine 

new tomes on hygge, Kiwis could soon be inviting  

each other over to try it out.

Hygge is best described as informal conviviality. 

Although the mood can be invoked at any time of  

year, it typically includes people gathering, candles, 

fireplaces and glasses of wine.

But if you try to tell a Dane “We can make it cosy  

in my country, too”, you’ll invariably be met with  

a pitying glance and shake of the head. “It’s not  

the same as hygge.”

Michael Booth, a British expat in Denmark and 

author of The Almost Nearly Perfect People: Behind  

the Myth of the Scandinavian Utopia says that hygge  

is “the Danes’ obsession – it enters into virtually every 

conversation or plan”.

English books on hygge run from those advising 

which candleholders, blankets and woolly jumpers  

to buy to create the perfect hygge experience, to  

those claiming moral superiority, offering quotes  

from 19th-century philosopher Søren Kierkegaard 

intended to guide you towards your hygge nirvana.

One author who says she doesn’t equate hygge  

with consumerism is Louisa Thomsen Brits, author  

of The Book of Hygge: The Danish Art of Living Well. 

With a Danish mother, Brits grew up spending long 

summers in Denmark.

According to Brits, “Hygge is about being, not  

having. I don’t think [hygge] can be bought or  

curated or controlled. I think it’s about intention.”

This intention, she says, is to create a “quality of 

presence”. That certainly sounds wholesome.

But my own experience of hygge has been less  

idyllic peace of mind, more tyrannical self-denial.

I lived in Copenhagen for a year and now visit 

regularly from Germany where I live with my  

Danish partner, Andreas. As a Kiwi, I find hygge  

the most distressing part of our visits to Denmark.

THE HYGGE PARADE
I know it’s time to perform hygge when Andreas’  

mum lights all the candles around the windowsills  

and then disappears into the kitchen. As she loads  

the liquorice, marzipan lollies and iced cinnamon 

biscuits on to a tray, his dad uncorks a bottle of red.

Their carefully curated but undeniably homely 

cottage of blonde floorboards and modernist candle 

holders makes for a warm and intimate setting,  

but that’s about where the comfort ends for me.

“My own experience of hygge has been less idyllic peace  
of mind and more tyrannical self-denial.”
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will warm,
and tears 
may fall”
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Booth, who is also partnered with a Dane, has  

written about how hygge can oppress, describing 

interactions with Danes that echo my own.

He tells me, “Hygge is about creating an entirely 

unchallenging environment. Anything remotely 

controversial or confrontational is excluded.”

In many ways, hygge can be positively egalitarian  

– Booth also notes “showing off is frowned upon” 

during hygge. But the incessant drive towards  

middle-of-the-road consensus can be stifling.

Lively discussion has no place in hygge. Neither  

do politics, religion or difficult emotions. And if you 

don’t stick to the rules of this deeply codified 

experience, you will be judged.

As I’ve been told on more than one occasion:  

“We’re just trying to have a hyggelig time right now.”

In our family, at least, the conversation glides towards 

the mundane: a litany of questions like how much did 

our plane tickets cost this year, and what time on what 

day will we be flying back home.

Once we’ve run out of mindfully mindless discussion 

topics, it’s time to turn on the TV or play a board game.

Throughout our visit to Denmark last Christmas and 

New Year, Andreas and I visited an endless procession 

of family and friends all working hard to maintain the 

national obsession via board games.

On Boxing Day I battled my way to a respectable  

last place in Danish Boggle, proud of my ability to  

spell any Danish words at all after an afternoon  

of pickled fish, wine and aquavit. 

When Andreas’ mum was sure she’d beaten me,  

she pumped her fist with glee. Hygge might shelter 

Danes from the social competitiveness that is so  

at odds with their egalitarianism, but that doesn’t 

stop them from safely dishing out any pent-up 

frustration on the games board.

Eight hours later, Andreas and I had taken a train 

into the city, enjoyed a fourth “Friends-mas” feast 

and were now engaged in a second round of 

charades. It was 2am and I’d gone past tiddly  

for the second time in 24 hours.

The next week was a blur of Trivial Pursuit and 

marzipan cream cake, salty liquorice and foosball, 

chocolate chews and Ludo, a New Year’s Eve music 

quiz and Asti Spumante, all oscillating behind  

my eyelids in very faint, flickering candlelight.

Hungover on New Year’s Day we went out with  

a bang – a two-hour stint of Monopoly.

“So this is what world-class happiness must feel  

like,” I thought, exhausted from what was meant to  

The hygge experience – with its cosy chit-chat and marathon board game sessions – can last for days. The Kiwi writer of this story, 
Vanessa Ellingham (centre, wearing glasses and right, with partner Andreas), was hygged out by the end of her visit to Denmark.

“So this is what world-class happiness is meant to feel like,  
I thought, exhausted from what was meant to be a holiday.”

HYGGE: The Danish concept of cosiness;  

a mood created by a warm, informal 

atmosphere shared with loved ones.

HYGGELIG: (Adjective) Cosy, warm, 

comfortable, snug.

HYGGE READS

COSY TERMS

be a holiday. The ritualised shutting off of the feelings 

within and the world outside had rendered me all but 

unrecognisable to myself. What might be designed  

to be informal merriment had left me suffocating.

DOES HYGGE EQUAL HAPPINESS?
Hygge is being sold as the key to the Danes’ levels of 

happiness. And yet there’s no guarantee this custom  

is what delivers their top placing in international life-

satisfaction surveys year after year. 

“For me hygge isn’t another Danish shortcut to 

happiness,” says Brits. “I think it’s about the stability  

of contentment and a sense of interconnectedness.”

As Booth pointed out this year in the Guardian, there 

are many other factors that determine the Danes’ high 

quality of life. They work fewer hours a week than 

almost anyone else (an average Danish working week is 

just 33 hours) and yet earn some of the highest salaries.

The Danes eat incredible quantities of confectionery 

and bacon, but they also have the world’s second-

highest rate of antidepressant use. That’s a heady mix.

Head of Sociology at the University of Auckland  

Dr Steve Matthewman says “certain elements” of hygge 

could resonate in New Zealand society, particularly 

with regards to our claim to egalitarianism, Kiwi bach 

lifestyle and care for the environment.

“I think that some of the challenges in making 

[hygge] work in New Zealand and elsewhere relate  

to job pressures and time poverty,” says Matthewman.

“New Zealanders find their employment conditions 

more precarious and their working hours are getting 

longer. The ability to take time out is therefore 

increasingly compromised.” There is a stark contrast 

between those who can indulge in simple pleasures 

and those who are forced to live simply through 

economic necessity. 

Matthewman says that if work and financial pressures 

are fuelling dissatisfaction, the latest lifestyle trend is 

unlikely to bring happiness.

As Booth concludes in his book, the Danish version 

of happiness might not be pure joy but something 

more like deep-seated denial: of the outside world,  

of their inner struggles, of their high taxes and poor 

health statistics, of their unwillingness to welcome 

outsiders into their insular society.

For the rest of us, spending quality time together 

probably doesn’t require a new-fangled name, 

particularly one we can’t even pronounce.

“When you meet a friend for coffee, or you make  

tea, or you make love… or light a fire, those aren’t 

things that are unique to Scandinavian cultures,  

are they?” says Brits.

If that’s all there is to hygge, then you’re probably 

already doing it.   

There is something of a formula to the titles of these books about hygge, which are  

all available in New Zealand bookstores.

The Book of Hygge: 
The Danish Art of 
Living Well
Louisa Thomsen Brits

Scandinavian Comfort 
Food: Embracing the 
Art of Hygge
Trine Hahnemann, 
Columbus Leth

How to Hygge: The
Secrets of Nordic 
Living
Signe Johansen

The Little Book of 
Hygge: The Danish 
Way to Live Well
Meik Wiking


